
CONTEST RULES & REGULATION

The Organiser & Contest Period

1. The PERADUAN 100PLUS RANCAKKAN SEMANGATMU (“Contest”) is open to all 
residents of Malaysia aged 18 and above as of 01/03/2020 except employees and 
immediate family members of F&N Beverages Marketing Sdn. Bhd. (“Organiser”), 
the Organiser’s affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising/PR agencies and suppliers.

2. The Contest starts from 00:00:00, 01/03/2020 and ends on 23:59:59, 31/05/2020 
(“Contest Period”). The Organiser reserves the right to change, cancel, terminate 
or suspend the Contest at any time during the Contest Period without prior notice. 

3. For the avoidance of doubt, cancellation, termination or suspension by the 
Organiser shall not entitle the Participants to any claim or compensation against 
the Organiser for any loss or damage suffered or costs and expenses incurred by 
the Participant either directly and/or indirectly arising from or in connection with 
the cancellation, termination or suspension of the Contest by the Organiser.

Qualifying Criteria & Submission of Entry

4. Every purchase of any participating 100PLUS 500ml, 1L and 1.5L (Original, Lemon 
Lime, Orange, Blackcurrant, Berry, Reduced Sugar and ACTIVE) will entitle you to 
enter the Contest. Obtain the 9 (nine) digit alpha-numeric unique code printed 
inside the cap as the proof of purchase (“POP”) to submit your entry.

5. There are 2 (two) ways to submit Contest entry:
a. Via WhatsApp Application from any locally registered mobile number to 017-

336 0728. Each entry submitted must be complete with the key code followed 
by #, Name as per MyKad followed by #, MyKad number followed by # and 9 
digit POP unique code number continuously. 
For example: Type: 100PLUS#AHMAD ALI#830310115228#FHM5T9P9Y 
and WhatsApp to 017-336 0728.

b. Via Boost Application by clicking “Redemption Code” and entering the 9 digit 
POP unique code number and details required.

6. Each entry submitted must be complete with the required personal details and POP
unique code. Each Participant is entitled/eligible to submit more than 1 (one) entry 
but each entry must be accompanied with 1 (one) POP unique code. Each POP 
unique code can only be used once. Subsequent entries received with the same 
POP unique code will be disqualified and only the first entry submitted will be 
qualified. 

7. All entries received are subject to the Organiser’s verification. The Organiser 
reserves the absolute right to automatically disqualify incomplete entries and/or 
entries received with duplicated POP unique codes and/or late entries (i.e: entries 
received after 23:59:59, 31/05/2020).

8. For Entries received via WhatsApp, the Organiser shall reserve the right to request
for evidence of the original POP and the identification documents for verification
and  prize  redemption.  Failure  to  produce  any  of  the  foregoing  terms  and/or
documents  will  result  in  disqualification  and  prize  forfeiture.
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9. The Organiser in its absolute discretion reserves the right to reject, disqualify, or 
forfeit any entries without the need to provide any prior notice to any party. The 
Organiser reserves the right to forfeit their participation in the event that the 
Participant(s) do not comply with the Contest Rules & Regulations.

10. All Qualified Entries received by the Organiser during the Contest Period:
a. Via WhatsApp Application will be assigned 1 (one) serial number.  
b. Via Boost Application will be assigned 2 (two) serial numbers.

11. As part of the Prize winners’ selection process, the Organiser will allocate serial 
numbers for each WhatsApp and Boost Entry received and approved by the 
Organiser. A set of serial numbers will be allocated for the Qualified Entries starting
from serial number “1”.
 

Grand Prizes

12. There are a total of 3 (three) Grand Prizes to be won throughout the Contest 
Period. The Grand Prize consists of a 7D6N package to Japan inclusive of tickets to 
watch the Badminton Games accompanied by Datuk Wira Lee Chong Wei for 2 
(two) persons worth RM100,000 each. The Grand Prize Package will be tentatively 
from 29/07/2020 to 04/08/2020. All Grand Prize winners must travel within the 
period stated by Organiser. 

13. The serial numbers allocated to all Qualified Entries received throughout the 
Contest Period will be tabulated to derive the total serial number which will then be
divided by 3 (three) to derive the winning serial numbers for the Grand Prizes. In 
the event of numbers with decimal values, the winning serial numbers will be 
rounded down to the nearest whole number that results after the division.
For example: If the Qualified Entries serial numbers total up to 88888, therefore 
88888 will be divided by 3 which equal 29629.3 which will be rounded down to 
29629. The multiplier number in this case is 29629. 3 (Three) Participants of the 
assigned with multiples of 29629 i.e. 29629, 59258 and 88887 will be the selected 
Grand Prize Finalists.

Consolation Prizes

14. There are a total of 10,100 (ten thousand one hundred) Consolation Prizes to be 
won throughout the Contest Period. The Consolation Prize consists of Set A - 100 
(one hundred) units of Datuk Wira Lee Chong Wei Special Edition Badminton 
Racket and Set B - 10,000 (ten thousand) units of Datuk Wira Lee Chong Wei 
Limited Edition T-Shirt. 

15. The serial numbers allocated to all Qualified Entries received throughout the 
Contest Period will be tabulated to derive the total serial number which will then be
divided by 10100 (ten thousand one hundred) to derive the winning serial numbers
for the Consolation Prizes. In the event of numbers with decimal values, the 
winning serial numbers will be rounded down to the nearest whole number that 
results after the division.
For example: If the Qualified Entries serial numbers total up to 88888, therefore 
88888 will be divided by 10100 which equal 8.8 which will be rounded down to 8. 
The multiplier number in this case is 8. The first 100 (one hundred) Participants of 
the assigned with multiples of 8 i.e. 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48 and so forth until 800 will 
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be the selected Consolation Prize Set A Finalists. The following 10,000 (ten 
thousand) Participants of the assigned with multiples of 8 after serial number 800 
i.e. 808,816, 824, 832, 840, 848 and so forth will be the selected Consolation Prize 
Set B Finalists.

Prizes Redemption

16. The Organiser will contact all selected Grand Prize and Consolation Prizes 
Finalists via SMS to the mobile numbers from which the Organiser received in the 
Qualified Entries. Each selected Finalists will be given 1 (one) question to answer 
via SMS. The selected Finalists must answer the question posted by the Organiser 
correctly in order to win the Prize. In the event a selected Finalist failed to answer 
the question posted by the Organiser within the time stated in the SMS, the 
selected Finalist will be disqualified and replaced by the serial number Finalist 
subsequent to the serial number of the disqualified Finalist. 

17. The Organiser will not be held liable in the event the selected Finalists cannot
be contacted for whatever reasons.

18. Each Participant can only win 1 (one) Prize of the highest value throughout the
Contest Period. 

19. All prizes will be delivered to the winners within 6 – 8 weeks from 31/05/2020 to
the address provided by the winners. The Organiser reserves the rights to extend
the timelines stated under this clause owing to reasons beyond the control of the
Organiser.

20. All unclaimed prizes after the deadline 01/09/2020 will be forfeited. 

21. All Winners must abide by the terms & conditions of the party(ies) arranging 
and/or providing for the prizes. The Organiser reserves the right to forfeit their 
Prizes in the event that the Winner(s) do not comply with the Contest Rules & 
Regulations and Prizes Terms & Conditions. 

22. The Winners Result Ads will be featured on the website www.100plus.com.my.
 

Liability & Responsibility

23. The picture of the prizes shown on the Contest materials is for illustration 
purposes only. Actual prizes may vary. The prizes are non-transferable and will be 
subjected to the Prizes Terms & Conditions that will be attached to the prizes and 
stated in the winner acknowledgement letters. Prizes values are correct at the time
of printing.

24. Winners and/or their heirs shall assume full liability and responsibility in case of 
any liability, mishap, injury, damage, claim or accidents (including death) resulting 
from their participation in the Contest, redemption and/or utilisation of the prizes 
and agree to release and hold the Organiser free and harmless of any liability.

25. All transportation, accommodation, personal costs and/or any other costs, fees 
and/or related expenses that are incurred to participate in the Contest and to 
redeem the prize is the sole responsibility of the winners. 
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Notice Under the Personal Data Protection Act 2010

26. This written notice (“Notice”) serves to inform you that your personal data is 
being processed by or on behalf of F&N Beverages Marketing Sdn Bhd (“F&N” or 
“we” or “us”). Further, by submitting this Contest form, you hereby consent to the 
processing of your personal data by F&N in the manner as specified in this Notice. 
We shall be processing the personal data that you have provided us with such as 
your name, national identity card number, contact number, address and any other 
information that we have requested from you in this Contest form. F&N will be 
processing your personal data, including any additional information you may 
subsequently provide F&N, for the purposes of conducting this contest and 
contacting you (if necessary).

27. The personal data that you provide us may be disclosed to our service providers
only for the aforementioned purposes. You are responsible for ensuring that the 
personal data you provide us is accurate, complete and not misleading and that 
such personal data is kept up to date. You may access and request for correction of
your personal data and/or to limit the processing of your personal data, or make 
any enquiries or complaints in respect of your personal data, by emailing our 
service provider at pdpa@omniteam.com.my. In the event of any inconsistencies 
between the English version and the Bahasa Malaysia version of this Notice, the 
English version shall prevail over the Bahasa Malaysia version.

Rights of the Organiser

28. The Organiser reserves the right to change the Grand Prize travelling period, 
cancel, terminate and/or suspend the prizes, without the need to provide any prior 
notice. The Organiser shall reserve the right at its absolute discretion to substitute 
any of the prizes with that of similar value, at any time without prior notice. All 
prizes are redeemed on an “as is” basis and are not exchangeable for credit, other 
items or voucher in part or in full.  

29. The Organiser’s decision on all matters relating to the Contest is final, 
conclusive, and binding. No correspondence will be entertained. 

30. Participation in the Contest and acceptance of any prize(s) constitutes an 
irrevocable permission (unless otherwise notified by the Participants) for the 
Organiser to use the Participants' names and photographs for purposes of publicity 
and advertisement without any compensation or need for prior notification to the 
Participants.

31. The Organiser shall not be liable in the event the prize(s) are lost, spoilt, 
damaged or stolen during or after collection of the prize(s). All Participants 
unconditionally agree to assume full liability and responsibility to the extent 
permitted by law in the event of any loss, mishap, injury, damage, claim, or 
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accidents (including death) suffered as a result arising from their participation in 
this Contest, redemption and or use of the prize(s). 

32. The Organiser will not be held responsible for whatsoever printing errors 
appearing on the POP distributed in the market.

33. By participating in the Contest, Participants are taken to have read, understood 
and agreed to be bound by these Contest Rules & Regulations, and accept that all 
decisions by the Organiser are final and binding. The Organiser reserves the right 
to change, amend, add or delete any of the Contest Rules & Regulations at any 
time without prior notice to the Participants and the Participants agree to be bound
by such changes.

34. The Contest Rules & Regulations are prepared in several languages. In the 
event of inconsistencies between all available versions, the English version of the 
Contest Rules & Regulations on the website www.100plus.com.my shall prevail.

35. For further inquiries about the Contest, please contact the Hotline at 03-7880 
7803 (10am-1pm, 2pm-5pm Monday-Friday, excluding public holidays) or visit 
website www.100plus.com.my.
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